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Streets 4.0: Street View App Adds Drag and Drop and Live Panorama Mode
Published on 05/07/18
FutureTap GmbH today releases Streets 4, an update to their street level view browser app
for iPhone, iPad & Apple Watch. Anyone can navigate to any 360 degree panorama simply by
dropping a pin on the map or by searching for an address or contact. A selection of more
than 2000 spectacular locations such as national parks, museums & underwater panoramas are
available in a gallery as well. Panorama coverage is visualized with a blue map overlay
and favorite panoramas can be organized in folders.
Seefeld, Germany - FutureTap GmbH today is pleased to announce the release of Streets for
iOS. Streets is focused on delivering the best Street View browsing experience. The user
can navigate to any 360 degree panorama simply by dropping a pin on the map or by
searching for an address or contact. A selection of more than 2000 spectacular locations
such as national parks, museums, and underwater panoramas are available in a gallery as
well. Panorama coverage is visualized with a blue map overlay and favorite panoramas can
be organized in folders.
New in Streets 4 on iPad, panorama locations can also be set via drag and drop. The user
can drag a pin location from the Maps app, a contact, or a textual address into the
Streets app to find nearby panoramas. Even geotagged photos can be dropped in Streets to
find 360 spherical images near the photo location.
Street View panoramas and map locations can also be shared with other apps using drag and
drop. For instance, the user can attach a Street View panorama of a meeting place to an
email or note. Or the user can drag a panorama or map location into the Maps app to get
directions.
With the new Live Panorama mode, virtually traveling abroad is even more immersive and
fun. Turning around in the panoramic scene works by simply rotating the device. Streets 4
is optimized for iOS 11 and fully supports the iPhone X, in either portrait or landscape
orientation.
What's New in Streets 4:
* Drag and drop support on iPad:
* Drop a map location, a contact, marked text with an address, or a geotagged photo in
Streets to find nearby panoramas
* Drag the panorama or the map pin into other apps such as Mail, Notes, Contacts, Photos,
Maps, and more to share the panorama image or map location
* Live Panorama mode: look around in a panorama by rotating the device
* iPhone X support
Language Support:
* English, German and French
Device Requirements:
* iPhone, iPad, iPod touch, and Apple Watch
* Requires iOS 9.3 or later
* Streets for Apple Watch requires watchOS 2 or later
* Universal Application
* 22.3 MB
Pricing and Availability
Streets - Street View Browser (v4.0) costs $1.99 USD (or an equivalent amount in other
currencies) and is available worldwide exclusively through the App Store in the Navigation
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category. If you're interested in reviewing the app we will gladly provide a promo code on
request. For more info, please contact Ortwin Gentz.
Streets 4.0:
https://www.futuretap.com/apps/streets
Purchase and Download (iTunes):
https://itunes.apple.com/app/id1071879826
Flickr Channel:
https://www.flickr.com/photos/futuretap/
Promotional Image:
http://www.futuretap.com/wp-content/uploads/2018/05/Streets-4-Collage.png
Media Assets:
https://www.futuretap.com/press

Based in Seefeld, Germany. FutureTap was founded in 2008 by Ortwin Gentz with the mission
to create innovative and easy-to-use apps that fully leverage the iPhone user interface
concept. FutureTap is known for &amp;quot;Where To?&amp;quot;, a leading points of
interest finder app, acquired from tap tap tap. Copyright (C) 2008-2018 FutureTap. All
Rights Reserved. Apple, the Apple logo, iPhone, iPad, iPod, and Apple Watch are registered
trademarks of Apple Inc. in the U.S. and/or other countries.
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